A Hard Day’s Night
The **Annual Meeting** gives the organisers a lot of work. But at the end of the day, they are happy.

Baby One More Time
Every year a new **budget** has to be published. People need to know where their money goes.

Candyman
The IGeLU **Chair** is nothing to sit upon, but somebody who definitely has to sit a lot. Doing so, (s)he keeps it going.

Dancing on the Ceiling
Ex Libris, IGeLU and ELUNA are sharing a **Development Cooperation** for the benefit of all three of them.

Ebony And Ivory
The **enhancement process** is one part of the development cooperation mentioned above.

Fly Me to the Moon
**Focus Groups** are formed as required and work on creating or amending Ex Libris products or specific product areas.

Good morning starshine
IGeLU is a **global organisation**. It’s good to see that – besides all the products – we are sharing this one world together.

Have I Told You Lately
..., that our User Group has a big tradition and a long **history**, coming from former ICAU, SMUG and EndUser Groups?

I Get A Kick Out Of You
**Igelu.org** is a good place to go on the Internet and find out what exactly is happening within the user community.

Just A Gigolo
What helps best to keep up concentration during a 5 hour meeting or a long distance conference call? Coffee. And **jokes**!

Knowing Me Knowing You
Ex Libris benefits from the users’ **knowledge**. The user benefit from better products. Isn’t the world really beautiful?

Looks Like We Made It
Because we did not make it by ourselves. Instead, the IGeLU **logo** was created by a professional designer (from Austria).
Maybe Tomorrow
Maybe today. Do not wait. Use the different mailing lists that are open to IGeLU members!

Nobody Knows The Troubles I Have Seen
Read the IGeLU newsletter and find out, what others are doing and planning and thinking!

Our House
The organisational structure of IGeLU is settled in the constitution, which has been notarized in Siena, Italy, 2006.

Put Your Head On My Shoulder
Every Product Working Group is led by a coordinator and deals with an (existing and stable) Ex Libris product.

Quit Playing Games
The Question & Answer (Q&A) sessions at the annual meeting invite users and Ex Libris to frankly speak their mind.

Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head
Routine is helpful for a group. But it can be death if there is too much of it. So do step forward, if you have new ideas!

Seasons In The Sun
The Steering Committee (SC): the persons in the spotlight - who anyhow most of the time have to work in the dark.

Take That Look Off Your Face
Open your mind. Come inside. Team work is what it’s all about.

Underneath It All
The IGeLU National User Groups (INUG) are the lively basis of IGeLU. It would not work without them.

Volare
Do you want to take part in the voting? You are free to vote the IGeLU officials. And you are free to be voted.

What Becomes Of The Broken Hearted
Working Groups are a good way to organise user interests: Product WGs (see above) or Special Interest WGs.

Xanadu (a legendary city in China) – maybe a good place for our next meeting?

Your Song
IGeLU is what you make out of it. It is your interest and your commitment that brings us ahead.

Zen in the Art of Conference Calls
Not really a song so far. Important anyhow. Stay cool. Are you sure it’s the right number? Are you sure, it’s the right time? Communication is never easy, but it is definitely a challenge, if it has to go round the whole wide world.